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Abstract 
In this article we classify linear maps ~0 from the algebra .¢S, of n y ,. upper triangular 
matrices into itself satisfying ~p(ah - ba) = 0 if and ,nly if ab - ha = 0. in particular, we 
show that for n > 2, any such map is either the sum of an algebra automorphism and a 
map into the centre, or the sum of the negative of an algebra anti-automorphism and a 
map into the centre. As a consequence, Lie automorphisms of the algebra ,~';, are also 
classified. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction and statement of main results 
A linear map q~ on an algebra A is said to be commutati~,ity preserving if tp(a) 
commutes with ~p(b) for every pail" of commuting elements a, b in A. It is said 
to be commutativity ?reserving in both directions when the condition ab = ba 
holds if and only if tp(a)tp(b) = tp(b)tp(a). It is called a Lie homomorphism if 
tp([a,b]) = [q~(a),~p(b)], where [x,y] denotes xv-bx.  The expression Ix, y] is 
referred to as the Lie bracket. 
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Commutativity preserving linear maps on spaces of matrices or operators 
have been considered by several authors, see [1-5]. In this article, we consider 
the algebra .~-, = 3-,(~) of upper triangular n x n matrices over an arbitrary 
field IF. We characterize linear maps on 3-, that preserve commutativity in both 
directions. As a consequence we characterize the Lie automorphisms of 3-.. 
We observe that every algebra utomorpkism of any algebra is eviderJtly a 
Lie automorphism. It is well-known that the algebra utomorphisms of 3-. are 
all inner, i.e if ~o : 3-, -~ 3-, is an algebra utomorphism, then there exists an 
invertible lement X of 3-, such that ~o(A) = X-lAX for all A ~ 3-,, (cf. [6], p. 
234). (This result will not be used here. Indeed, it follows as a corollary of our 
results.) To describe other Lie automorphisms, we make use of a particular 
permutation matrix J given by 
0 0 ... 0 1 
0 0 ... 1 0 
J=  i , (l) 
0 1 ... 0 0 
1 O . . .  0 0 
i.e J = [5,,,+,_~], where ~ is the Kronecker delta symbol. If T t denotes tpe 
transpose of T, then it is straightforward to verify that the map 
00(T) = -JT~J (2) 
is a Lie automorphism o~ .~. The content of Theorem 5 is that every Lie au- 
tomorphism iseitiler art algebra utc,morphism or a composition of ~0 and an 
algebra automorphism. We thank the referee for pointing out that Lie auto- 
morphisms of 3-,,(R) l'.av,z been characterized in [7] by Dokovi~, where R is a 
commutative ri:lg in which the only idempotents are 0 and 1. 
Evidently e,,ery Lie automorphism tp of an algebra A preserves 
commutativity in both directions, as does the map ctp + g for a non-zero scalar 
c and a linear map g mapping A into its centre. In view of Theorem 5, the 
assertion of Theorem 4 is that the above describes all linear maps on 3-, that 
preserve commutativity in both directions. As in several other algebras, the 
linear maps that preserve zero Lie brackets in both directions differ only 
slightly from those that preserve all Lie brackets. 
We note that it is well-known, and quite easy to prove, that the centre of 
3",([]=) is []= I. Thus linear maps from 3-, into the centre are given by r ~ f (T ) l ,  
where f :  3",, ~ 0= is a linear functional. We shall use the term "linear func- 
tional oa f t , "  to denote both the ,inear map f of ~'. into []= as well as the 
corresponding map of 3-, into []= I. Such a linear functional f will be called a 
generalized trace if f (AB  - BA) = 0 for every A and B in 9-,. We shall deter- 
mine the commutators and generalized traces presently. First we state the r,zsult 
about the centre as a formal lemma. 
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Lemma 1. The centre of J'.(~:) is IF I. 
Lemma 2. The linear span of all commutators [A,B]; A,B E J'--, is the sv~,ce .f 
strictly upper triangular n x n matrices. 
Proof. It is easy to see that [A,B] has zero diagonal. On the other hand, if 
{Eij : 1 <~ i <~j <~ n} denote the usual matrix units, then E~j =[Eii, E~j] for i < j 
and so every strictly upper triangular matrix is a sum of commutators. El 
Lemma 3. Let z : J'n--o F be ~ generalized trace, i.e. a linear functional 
satisfying z (AB-  BA)= 0 for all A,B E 3",. Then there exist scalars hi, 
b2, . . . ,b ,  such that z([aij])=Y~'=lbiaii, i.e. z (A)=tr (AB) ,  where 
B=diag(b l ,bz , . . . ,bn)  is a diagonal matrix and "tr" denotes the usual 
trace. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2. V1 
Now we state our main results: 
Theorem 4. Let ¢p:,Y-, ~ .~7,, (n >>. 3) be a linear map. The Jollowing 
conditions are equivalent. 
(a) tp preserves commutativity in both directions. 
(b) There exists a non-zero scalar c E ~:, a linear functional f on 3-, and an 
invertible matrix S E ~Y',, such that either 
(i) cp(T) = cS -ITS + f (T ) l  Jbr every T E ,Y',,, or 
(ii) tp(T) = cS-IJTtjS + f (T ) I  for ever), T E .3",,, where J is the matrix defined 
by Eq. (l). 
The above result is false for n = 2 as will be shown in Proposition 8. 
Theorem 5. Let ~p : .Y-n --o J"-n be a linear map. Then tp is a Lie automorphism of
~"n if and only if tp takes one of the following forms: 
= s - ' r s  + 
or 
¢p(T) = -S - ' j T t jS  ÷ z(T)l, 
where S E J .  is &vertible, r is a generalized trace on J-. such that z(I) ¢ -1,  
and J is the permutation matrix defined by Eq. (1). 
Remarks. (1) By Lemma 3, we get that z(A) = tr (AD) where D is a diagonal 
matrix with tr (D) # -1.  
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(2) For n >I 3, Theorem 5 follows readily from Theorem 4 and some easy 
calculations. For n = 2, a proof is given in the next section. 
As a corollary to Theorem 5~ we obtain the following well-known result: 
Corollary 6. Every algebra automorphism of  J',, is &net. 
We also get the following companion result: 
Corollary 7. A map ~p " ~'--, --, ~-, is an algebra anti-isomorphism if and only if 
there exists an inver'ible matrix S such that 
tp( T) = S-I jTt jS, 
where J is the matrix defined by Eq. (1). 
Let us now fix some terminology which we shall require in the sequel. By ~,  
we denote the set of diagonal n x n matrices over a field IF, and for an n x n 
matrix A, we write tr(A) for the set of eigenvalues of A. Given two vectors u and 
t' ~" ~t:n, We ,,1~,,1! ,4,,~,~,~ l~, ,, ~ ,, th e m~tr~ m, t whi t ,  h w• .rrt~y associate with the 
operator (u ® v)(z)= vtz u for each z E IF". If {ek}~:l denotes the standard 
basis for IF" (i.e. el = (1 ,0 , . . . ,  0) ,  e2 = (0, l ,  0 , . . . ,  0) ,  etc.), then the standard 
matrix units for .Y', are denoted by Eq = e, ® e/. 
Given a subset B of an algebra A, we denote the commutan: of II~ by 
~'={A~A.  AB=BA for all BE[B}. 
The double commutant of B is nothing more than B"= (B')'. 
2. The exceptional case n = 2 
Theorem 4 is false in li~e case n = 2. This follows from our next result. 
Proposition 8. Let ~p : ,~'2 ~ .~"2 be a linear map. Then: (a) ~p is commutativity 
preserving if and only i f  rp(i) E IF I, or the range of ~p is a commutative subspace 
of .Y'2. (b) ~p preserves commutativity in both directions if and only if ~p(1) E IF I 
and the range oJ'~p is non-commutative. 
Proof. (a) If ran (~p), the range of ~p, is commutative, then q~ obviously 
preserves commutativity. Next, we assume that ~p(1) E IF I. If A, B E J '2 are 
commuting matrices, it is easy to verify that {I,A,B} are linearly dependent. 
Hence {l,~p(A), ~p(B)} are also linearly dependent and ~p(A) commutes with 
q,W). 
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Conversely, if tp preserves commutativity and ran (tp) contains two non- 
commuting matrices C and D then {I, C, D} are linearly indepcndent and hence 
span all of ~2. Therefore {ran (tp)}', the commutant of ran (tp), if IF 1. Since 
tp(1) commutes with ran (tp), we get tp(1) E IF 1. 
(b) If tp preserves commaiativity in both directions, then it follows that 
ran (tp) must be non-commutative since ~2 is. Now part (a) implies that 
tp(1) E IF 1. To prove the converse, assume that ~p(1) E IF I and ran (tp) is non- 
commutative. Upon adding an appropriate linear functional to t0 if necessary, 
we obtain a linear mapping tp~ of J2  into itself such that tp~(1)= I and 
ran (tp~) is non-commutative. As in the proof of part (a), there exist 
C,D E ran (~Pl) such that {I,C,D} span J-2, i.e. ~Pl is surjective and hence 
bijective. From (a), we see that b~h rp and ~p-! preserve commutativity. Thus ~p 
preserves commutativity in both directions. I-1 
Example. Let 
~p ([ :  cb])= I(a+c)/20 a+bl 
It follows from Propos:.tion 8 that ~p preserves commutativity in both direc- 
tions. If 
[~ l] 
/V ' -  , 
0 
then q~(N) is a non-zero idempotent. However, the tbrms described in Theorem 
4 would lead to (p(N) being a sum of a nilpotent and a scalar. This map is thus 
a counterexample to the assertion of Theorem 4 for n = 2. 
Next, for the sake of completeness we shall prove Theorem 5 tbr n = 2. First 
we observe that when n = 2, the two forms of Theorem 5 coincide. Indeed, if 
then 
E ° 
A' -  
L; c 
- c  -b  
- jAtj = 0 -a 
[1 0 7 
= S-lAS--tr (A)I, where S = 0 -1 ]" 
Proof of Theorem 5 for n = 2. Assume that ~p is a Lie automorphism of.ff'2. Since 
span {El2 } is the set of all commutators, it follows that qg(EI2) -- rE,2 for a non- 
zero scalar r. Also tp(1) E IF I by Proposition 8. It follows that there exists a 
linear map g from the diagonal algebra 22 into itself and a scalar s such that 
~o(A) = g(diag A) + 0 ' 
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when 
A= 0 c 
and diag A refers to the diagonal of A. Let 
C=[  rO -S]l 
and define ~, on 3-2 by ~,(T) = ~(C -t TC). Then g, is a Lie automorphism of ~-2 
and it follows from direct computation that 
O(A) = g(diagA) + 0 ' 
i.e. O(El2) = Et,. and 01~2 = g. Thus if o? 
d2' 
we have [g(D),E,2I = [q,(D), q,(E,2)] = ~,([D,E,2I) = ~,((d, -d2)E ,2 )  = (d t -  
da)Et2 = [D, Ei2]. Thus [g(D) - D, EI2] = 0, and since g(D) is diagonal, we have 
that g(D) - D is just a scalar. It follows that $(A) = A + h(A) for some linear 
functional h, and hence tp(T) = CTC -t + z(T) for a linear functional z. It is 
easy to see that 'r must be a generalized trace. This proves that "only if" as- 
sertion of the th,:orem. The converse is obvious. [2 
3. The Proof of Theorem 4 
The "if" part of Theorem 4 is obvious. We shall prove the converse via 
several emmas and propositions. Throughout his section, we shall assume 
that tp is a linear map on d-, that preserves commutativity in both direc- 
tions. 
Lemma 9. (a) The null space of ~p is included in ~I. (b) If  r is a linear functional, 
then ¢p + z preserves commutativity in both directions and is' bijective if and only if 
(tp + ~)(I) # O. 
Proof. Assertion (a) follows from the fact that iF I i~ the centre of .¢',,. The 
second assertion is trivial. 1:3 
In view of the above Lemma, we may assume without loss of generality that 
tp is bijective and that tp(I) = I. This will be assumed throughout the remainder 
of this section. 
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Lemma 10. l J  A E 3- , ,  and {A}"= span {I,A}, then A =/ ,3+ fiB, 
2, fl E IF and either B z = 0 or B 2 = B # O. 
where 
Proof .  Now A 2 E {A}" = span  { I ,A} ,  so A 2 = 0~/+ ,/A lb r  some 0c, 7 E IF. As  
such, A satisfies a polynomial of degree at most 2, and hence has at most two 
eigenvalues. 
If or(.4) = {2}, then a!A - 2/) = {0}, and (A - )J) also satisfies a polynomial 
of de ;tee 2, so (A - 21) = 0. Set B = A - )d to get A = )J  + B, B 2 = 0. 
If a(A) = {21,22} with 21 # 22, then B = (22 - }.I)- I (A - 211) satisfies 
a(B) {0,1}. Again, { I ,B ,B  2} C_ {A}" = span {I ,A}.  and so B satisfies a 
polyl  omial of degree 2. But then B(B - I) = 0, i.e. B -~ = B. 
Tt-as A = 211 + (22 - 21)B ,  B 2 = B # O. [-q 
In what follows, commutants and aouble commutants are always relative to 
the algebra ~'-,, and not the full algebra ~ of n × n matrices over IF. It may be 
useful to keep in mind the fact that for any subset .;P of J'--,,, 
{~(Se)}' = ,p({.~}'). 
Lemma 11. Let R be a rank one matrix in ,Y-~. Then {R}" = span {I,R}. 
Proof. Let R = x®y.  As R E .Y',,, there exists an integer k E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  such 
that x ~_ span {el, e2, . . ,  ek } and v E span {ek, ek . I , . . .  ; c,,}. We consider three 
cases: 
(a) 1 <k<n.  Let C=e~®v,  where rE{x}1.  Then RC=CR=0.  If 
A E {R}", then A C = C A, ~ e.  Ael ® v = el (2 Atv,  and hence Atv = a l ly  for 
every v E {x} ~. Similarly, if u E {y}L and D = u ~.:. e,,, then R D = D R and 
hence A D = D A, leading to Au ®e,, = u ® Ate,,. But we already have that 
Ate, ,=al len and so Au=al lu  for every uE{) '} J .  Let B=A-a l i l .  Then 
Bu = 0 = Btv for every u E {y} a. and every v E {x}~-. It follows that B = fix ® y 
for a scalar fl, and so A E span {I, R}. 
(b) k= I. In this case, R=el  ®y.  If uE  {y}l Mspan {ei,e.,}, j~> 2, and 
C=u®ej ,  then RC=CR=0.  If AE{R}" ,  th"n AC=CA,  i.e., 
Au ® ej = u ® Atej. Thus Au = az2u and Atei = azzei for j >/2. Let B = A - a221. 
Then Btej = 0 for j >I 2. Next, we take v E {y}+, D = t, ® e,. We then have 
R D = D R = 0, and hence By ® e,, = v ® Bte,,. We conclude that By = 0 for 
every v E {y}±. Thus B = flel ® y for some scalar ft. Hence A E span {I ,R}.  
(c) k = n. The prool  is similar to (b). 
In each case, we have {R}" c_ span {I,R}. The reverse inclusion is ob- 
vious. [3 
For  each 1 ~< i ~<j ~< n, we set Ej := ~o(E;j), and also write Fm for Fro,,. In view 
of the fact that {~o(A)}' " '}') • = ~,~l~ for every A E J - , ,  it is an immediate 
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consequence of Lemmas 10 and 11 that each F,j is of the form ~i = 2 J  +//oB~j, 
where 2~j, /3ij ~ IF and either B 2 = 0, or B 2 = B,j ¢ 0. In fact, more is true. 
Lemma 12. There exists 1 ~m<n such that Fm = 2mini + [JmmBmm, with 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then for each 1 ~< m ~< n, write Nm = flmmemm tO get 
Fm = )~,,,m1+ Nm, m2m = O. 
For some 1 <~i<~j<~n, ~p(E~j) = 2 J  + ~jB~j with/3,j ¢- 0 and B- = B 0 :/: 0. 
For otherwise, diag (~p(T)) E IF ! for all T E :~,,  contradicting the surjectivity 
of ~o. For this fixed i and j, consider F~ = )~i,l + .~,;, b) = )wl + Nj and 
E /= 2;/1 +/3~/B0. Let {I,E,,, E~j, Ejj, Us, U , , . . . ,  U,,i,,+tl/, } be a basis for J'~ and 
let r: ~'--,, ---, IF I be the linear functional satisfying: 





=-2 J ,  z(E/j) = -)vj I  , 
= -201 , 
=0,  5<<.m<~n(n+ I)/2. 
+ z. Since p(1)= ((p ~ r ) ( l )=  I + 0 # 0, Lemma 9 shc, ws that p 
satisfies all of the conditions of our original problem, as well as satisfying 
p(E,) = At,., p(E;/) = [JijBij, p(EJJ) = Nj and p(l] = I. As such we may relabel 
so as to assume that (p = p. We shall obtain a contradiction through the fol- 
lowing three steps: 
(i) We have N,-' = N 2 = 0 and [E,, E//] = 0 forces [Ni N/] = 0. Moreover. 
[(E;; + Eli), E;j] = 0 implies [B~i,N, + Nil = O. 
(ii) Claim: B,jN, + N,B,j = N, and BoN / + NjB,:i = Nj. Proof of Claim: 
(p(E~ + E~j) = N, + [3~jB~j. By Lemmas 10 and 11. (N, +/JOB,./) satisfies a qua- 
dratic polynomial. Since a(N, + ,t/,/B,i)= {0,/l~,}, that polynomial must be 
p(t) = t ( t -  [t~j). We therefore have (N~ + [3~jBii ) = l~j(N, + ll~jBo), from which 
follows N,B,j + B~jN~ = N~. The second equality is proved in a similar fashion, 
ending the proof of the claim. 
(iii) With N = N, + N/, it follows from (ii) that NBi, + B~jN = N. On the 
other hand, NB~j = B~jN since E, + E,/ commutes with E o. It follows that 
N,%j = NB~ + B~jNB~j = 2NB~j. Therefore NBii =0,  and so B,jN = 0. Thus 
~(E~ + E j / )= N = 0. This contradicts the injectivity of (p. proving the lem- 
ma. Q 
Proposition 13. For 1 <~ i ~< n, 
~.; E IF, and I # Q~ = Qi # 0. 
where 0 :A ai E IF, 
Proof. By Lemma 12, there exists at least one j, 1 ~< j <~ n for which is is true. 
Suppose now that for some I ~< i # j ~< n, F~ = tp(Eii) = )~il + N~. where N~ = 0. 
(This is the only other alternative, by Lemmas 10 and 11.) 
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We can extend {1, El,, Ej) } to a basis for .Y-,,, say {I, E,, Eli, U4, Us, . . . ,  
U,I,,+~!/2 }. Define a linear functional ~:-.Y',,---. 0=1 via r (E , )=-2 J ,  r(E,)  
= -2f l .  r(!) = 0 = r(Um), 4 <~ m <~ n(n + 1)/2. Using the arguments of Lemma 
9, we see that p := ¢p + z satisfies the conditions of our original problem, as 
well as satisfying p(Eii ) =~jQI, p (E , )= N~. p( I )= I. We relabel so that 
~p= p. 
Next, [E,, L ) j j -  O implies [Qj. N~] = 0. Since R -= E;, +Ei j  is an idempotent, 
it follows that {R}" = span{l, R}. Hence S "= rp(Eii + Ej)) -- Ni + otja) satisfies 
{S}"= span{l,S}. It follows that S satisfies a quadratic equation. But 
a(N~ + ~jQj) = {0, ~}, and hence the equation must be z(z - ~j) = 0. As such, 
(N, +  jQ)2 = + ajQj). 
We may expand this equation to obtain: 
or  
2QiNi = Ni. 
Thus 2Q2N~ = 2QjN, = QjNg, implying that QjN, = 0, and hence N, = 2QiN, 
= 0. contradicting the injectivity of ¢p. 
We conclude that ~p(Eij )=;.f l+zciQj, ~i#O, Q~=Qj#O for all l~<j 
.<. n. t--] 
Remark. It should be noted that the choice of Q, above is not unique. If 
Fi = ~.il-t-~iQi with Q2 = Q, # 0. then QI = I -  Qi is again a non-zero 
idempotent, and b] = (2, + ~,)1 + (--~z;)~. As we shall now see, this is the 
only latitude we have in determining ~,, 1 ~< i <~ n. 
Proposition 14. For 1 <~ i <~ n, F /= qg(Eii) = 2ii + ~Qi, where 0 # ~ E IF, 2, E IF 
and Q~ -- Qi # O. In other words, the :~i's from Proposition 13 may be chosen to 
be identical. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that ~i = ~l, 2 <~ i<~ n. To that end, fix 
2 ~<j ~ n. Let r ' J  ,,---, ~:1 be a linear functional ~atisfying r (1)= 0. r(Ell) 
= -211, r (E~j )=- ) . i l  and r(U,,,)= 0, 4~<m~<n(n + 1)/2, where {l, Ell, Ejj, 
U4,. . . ,  U,,t,,+ll/2} is a basis for .T,,. 
If p := ¢p + r, then by Lemma 9, p preserves commutativity in botb direc- 
tions, while f~(El l )=~lQi and p(Ejj)=~iQI by Proposition 13. Thus 
p(Eil + Ejj) = rlQl + ~iQi. Again, since (Ell + E,,) satisfies a quadratic equa- 
tion, we see as before that so must (:¢lQI + ¢ziQi). Note also that [Eii,Ejj] = 0, 
forcing [Qi, Qj] = 0. By Lemma 10, ~tQi + ~jQj = ).1 + fiB, where B'- = 0 or 
B2=B#O.  
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Since Qt and Qj are commuting idempotents, they can be simultaneously 
diagonalized. Therefore tT(~iQ! + ~jQj) includes: 
(a) 0q if ran Q1 ~ ran(Qj); 
(b) 0tj if ran Qj ~ ran(Ql): 
(c) cq + ocj if ran Ql f'l ran Qj ~ {0}: 
(d) 0 if ran Ql + ran Qj ~- 0=". 
Furthermore, since (0qQi + ~jQj) = 2 /+ fiB satisfies a quadratic equation, 
tr(oqQl + otjQj) consists of either one or two points. As such, we must have one 
of the following possibilities (keeping in mind that 0 --/: Q~ :~ I for all i): 
(i) ~t = ~j, and either ran Ql n ran Qj = {0} or ran Q! + ran Qj = IF". 
(ii) ~ti = -0tj. Replace Qj by ~ := I - Qj. As in the Remark preceding this 
Proposition, we see that the corresponding ~. : .... ~ = ~tl. 
(iii) ran Q~ = ran Qj. This implies that Q~ = Qi since the two idempotents 
commute. This contradicts injectivity. 
(iv) ran QI ~ ran Qj = 0, and ran Q~ + ran Qj = IF", i.e. 0=" = ran Q~ ~ ran Qj. 
Then Q~ -t- Qj = I, contradicting injectivity again. I-q 
Proposition 15. For 1 ~ i <. n, let Fi = (p(Eii) = ~.il + o~Qi with 0 ~ ~ E IF, 2i E IF 
and Q~z =Qi  ¢0,  as derived f rom the previous proposition. Then jor  
1 <~ i :/: j <~ n, either 
(a) QiQj = QjQi = 0; or 
(b) (1 - Q,)(I - Qj) = (I - Qj)(I - Q,) = O. 
Proof. As in the pro~! ~ of Proposition 14, we have that QiQj = QjQ,, and 
or(Q; + Qj) has at most two points, implying that either ran Qi N ran Qj = {0} 
or ran Q~ + ran Qj = IF". The former case is equivalent to assertion (a), while 
the latter is equivalent o (b). El 
Proposition 16. For 1 <~ i <~ n, let Fi = ~p(Eii) = 2ii + ~Qi with ~ ¢ 0, 2i E IF, and 
Q~i = Qi :/: 0 as derived f rom Proposition 14. Then either 
(a) QiQj =0= QjQi for  all 1 <~ i :A j <<. n, or 
(b) (1 - Q~)(I - Qj) = (l - Qj)(I - Q~) for  all 1 <~ i ://= j <~ n. 
Remark. The difference between this proposition and the previous is the "for 
all" quantifier. 
Proof. Suppose: 
(i) Q, Qj = 0 = QjQ,, 
(ii) (I  - Q~)(I - Qk) = 0 = (I - Qk) ( l  - Q i ) ,  
(iii) QjQk = 0 = QkQj. 
Then 
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0 = QjO = Qj(I - Q~)(l - Qk) 
= (Qj - 0)(I - Qk) 
=Qj-O 
= Qj, a contradiction. 
Alternatively, suppose: 
(i) QiQi  = 0 -- QjQi, 
(ii) ( I  - Q, , ) ( I  - Qk)  = 0 = ( I  - Qk) ( l  - Q,), 
(iii) ( I  - Q j ) ( I  - Qk)  = 0 : ( I  - Qk) ( l  - Q j ) .  
Then 
0 = Q~O = Q~( I -  Q j ) ( I -  Qk) 
= (Q, - 0)(I - Ok) 
= ( I -  Q~.), implying that I = Qk, a contradiction. 
Thus it is impossible to simultaneously have QiQ/=0 and 
(I - Q,)(I - Qk) = 0 for any 1 <~ k -¢ i ~< n. Combining t!fis with Proposition 15, 
the statement follows. I-1 
Remark. Sappose that with the above notation, we have 
(I - Q , ) ( I  -- Q j )  = 0 = ( I  - O j ) ( I  - Q i ) ,  1 <~ i ~ j <~ n. 
Then we may set 6, = 2, + ct, ,, = -~ and V, = (I - Q,) to get q~(E,;) = 6,1 + 7V, 
and V,~ = 0 = ~V,, 1~<i< j ~< n. As such, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming a priori that Q~Qj = 0 - QjQ~. 
Lemma 17. Let {Qi}in._l be n mutually di~joim' non-:ero commuting idempotents 
in 3",,. Then there exists an invertible operator R E ,~,, and a permutation 
re" { l ,2 , . . . ,n}  ~ { l ,2 , . . . ,n}  such that 
R -IQiR = Encil~cil, 1 <~ i<~ n. 
Proof. We shall argue by induction on n, the dimension of the underlying 
vector space. If n = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose therefore that the 
result holds when the dimension of' the space is (n - 1). The fact that the Qi's 
are non-zero mutually disjoint idempotents forces tr(Qi)= {0, 1}, l<~i<~n. 
Since there are n such idempotents acting on an n-dimensional space, each 
idempotent must have precisely one "1" on the diagonal with the remaining 
diagonal entries being "0". 
Choose rc ( l JE{ l ,2 , . . . ,n}  such that (Q~li)ei,el) = 1, (Q,i I)ek,ek)=O, 
2<<.k<<.n. Since Q,¢l) is an idempotent in ~,,, we also have (Q~ll)ej, ek) 
=0,  2 <<.j <~ n, j <~ k <~ n. Thus 









Set RI = 
"1 --Yl2 --Y13 " ' "  






Obviously Ri E ..9-,, and is invertible. Then R~Q~c!!RI = E~l. Moreover, if we 
set Gk = R~lQkRt, 1 <~k <~ n, then {G~,}~,__~ forms a set of commuting non-zero 
idempotents (mutually disjoint) with G~I~ ) = E~. Since Gj commutes with G,~c~ } 
for all l<~j<~n, and since (Gjel ,el)=0 from above, we see that foi ~ 
1 <xj ~ n(l) ~<n, 
G! = 
0 
where G~ is the compression of Gj to the subspace span {e2, e3,. . . ,  e,,}. 
By our induction hypothesis, there e~ists R2, a triangular operator acting on 
span {e2,¢3,... ,e,,} such that {R2~lG'/R2}l<~g~lll~,, is a permutation of the di- 
agonal matrix units of the corner algebra (i,e. the compression of .P', to 
span {e2,e3,... ,e,}, which we may identify with ,T,,-I). 
Next, we set 
R 
[, 0] 
0 R2 RI, 
r! so that R E .~,,, R is invertible, and it is readily verified that {R-~QjR}j=~ is a 
t! permutation of {Ejj }j__ i. I-'1 
Observation 18. At this point, it may be worth reviewing our situation• We 
currently have (without loss of generality) 
tp(E,) = 2it + ~tQi, 
where 0 ~ ~ E IF, 2, ~ IF and ~ = Q, ~ 0, 1 <~ i .<. n. Moreover, by the Remark 
following Proposition 16, we may also assume that QiQj =QjQi =0,  
1 ~<i ~ j~ . , .  
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Set p~ = R -~ tpR, where R is the invertible matrix from Lemma 17. Clearly p~ 
is still bijective and preserves commutativity in both directions, and 
p~(E,) = 2~I + ~E~(~I.c~ ), 1 <~i<~n for some permutation rc of {1,2 . . . .  ,n}. Next, 
let ~, : .Y',, ~ IF I be the linear functional determined by 
zl (E,) = -2 J ,  1 ~< i <~ (n - 1), 
Zl(1) = O = z~ (Eij), 1 <~ i < j <~ n. 
Set p2 = Pl + z,- Then p2(1) = I and so by Lemma 9, P2 is also bijective and 
commutativity preserving in both directions. Moreover 
pz(E. )  = ~E~(,).(i), 1 ~< i ~< (n - 1), 
P2(E~j) = p,(E~j), l <~ i < j <~ n, 
P2(1) = I. 
Next, let z2 be the linear functional determined by 
z2(Eij) = 0 if ( i , j )  # (n,n) ,  
r2(E,,,) = - 1)t. 
Define P3 := P2 + z: to obtain P3(Eii) = ~E.I,)~t~), 1 <~ i<~ n. Finally, set 
p = (~- l )p  3. Again, p is bijective and commutativity preserving, and now 
p(Eii) = En(i)n(i), 1 <~ i <~ n. 
Note that p = (~-I)(R-~<pR)+ ~-~(ri + r2). Our next step is to show that 
either (a) n(k) = k, 1 ~< k ~< n or (b) re(k) = (n + !) - k, 1 ~< k ~ n. 
Lemma 19. Suppose l <, i < j ~ n, 
dim{El,,}' = n(n + 1)/2 - 1. 
and (i,j) # (I,n). Then dim{El i} '< 
Proof. It is readily verified that {El,, }' = { [a</] 6 .T,, : al, :-: a.,, } and therefore 
dim{E~L.}' = n(n + 1)/2 - 1. 
Also, {E0}'= {[a~i] E .Y-,, : a, = ajj, ak; = 0 if k # i, aim = 0 if m # j}. The 
dimension of the latter space is n(n + 1)/2 - (n 4- i - j )  < n(n + 1)/2 - 1 un- 
less i= l , j=n .  7-1 
Proposition 20. Let rc be the permutation of { l ,2 , . . . ,n}  such that 
p(Eii) = En(i)n(i), 1 <~ i <~ n, where p is the bijective map which is commutativity 
preserving in both directions, as obtained in Observation 18. Then either 
(i) n( j )=j ,  l <~j <~n, or 
(ii) rc(j') = (n + 1) - j ,  ! <~j~n. 
Proof. Step 1: We have p(Eii) =E~li)~(;), 1 ~<i~n. Let Hgj = p(Egj), 
l<~i <j<~n. We claim that there exist scalars y<i and ltij such that 
Hij = "}'i'(EO- ) + lttjI where o j ,~(~)~(j.) E~(~)~(i) = E~(i),~!j) or E~(~),~Ij ) = E~j),~(~) (depend- 
ing upon whether r~(i) < re(j) or rt(i) > rc(j') respectively). 
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To see this, note that for k ~ {i, j},  [Eq, Ekk] := 0, and hence 
[H~j,E,,I/,),~(,~] = 0. Thus 
(Hije={,)) ® e=l, ) = Hij(e={k) ~ e=(~)) 
= (e={,)® e,:{k))Hij 
= ® 
and so H~je,~(,) E IFe={~.), H~e=ck ) E IFe={k). We deduce that H~j = ?~jE~(:)={i ~ + C~, 
where C~j is a diagonal matrix. Note that ),~ =fi 0, since C,j lies in the span of 
{E**}~=l, but Hiy does not, and p is bijective. 
Next, fix e,m so that j= /=g~m~i .  Then [Ee,,,E,j]=O, forcing 
[Hem, H~j] = O. Upon expanding, we get 
~¢m[E~x(~c)n(m), Cij] -Jl- ~ij[E~x(i)n(]), C£,n] --- O. 
If we temporaffly denote C;j by diag (x,) and Crm by diag (y~.), the equation 
implies that 
- = 0 
and 
and hence that x~l,.i- x~lel = 0 for all j ~ t? <~ m =/= i. But this implies that 
C~j = x~l~ll, which we relabel as p!jl We therefore have H~j = 7~J~l~l,~til + I~J. 
Step 2: Let r : ,~,,--, IF/ be lhe linear functional determined by r(E,}--  
0, 1 <~ i ~< n and z(E,j) = -l~,jl, 1 ~ i < j ~< 1. Then P0 = P + r is biject~ve and 
preserves conunutativity in both directions, while po(E,~) = E~i,~l,i, 1 <~ i <~ n 
and po(E,j) = 7</~l,l~ljl, 1 <~ i < j <~ n. 
Step 3: We now claim that {n(l),rr(n)} = {l,n}. Indeed, consider 
H1,~2, = :~l'E~(il~t" "1 Then dim{El,}' = n(n + 1)/2 - 1, so dim{Hi,}' =n(n+ 1) 
/ - 1, forcing ~/ll~!,l = El,, by Lemma 19. Thus either n(l)  = 1, rr(n) = n, or 
n(l) = n, rr(n) = 1. 
Step 4: Suppose ~r(l) = n, n(n) = 1. Let 
J 
... 0 1 
• 0 
0 .. .  0 
be the operator defined in Section 1. Let p'o(A) = J (po(A))t J  for all A E ~'-,. 
Again, p[ is bijective, preserves commutativity in both directions, and 
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p'o(El~) = Eli, p'o(E,.)= E.,, Therefore, by replacing P0 by p~ if neces~.~ary, we
may assume that n(l ) = 1, n(n) = n. (This replacement gives rise to the second 
possibility of Theorem 4.) 
Step 5: We have E./ij,~/l ) = E l l ,  E.(.) .( .)=E,,. .  Thus Po(Ek.)= E~<k). = 
E.ik)., 1 <<. k <~ n. This implies that the compression of P0 to span {el , . . . ,  e,,-i } 
is again a bijective, cornmutativity preserving (in both directions) map. The 
associated permutation, call it n~, is simply a restriction of n to 
{ l ,2 , . . . ,n - l} .  The above arguments show that n(n - l )=n~(n- l )  
E { l ,n -  1}. But he(l) = n( l )=  1 and n~ is injective, so n(n -  1)= n~(n-  1) 
= (n - 1). Continuing in this manner we see that n(k) = k, 1 <~ k <~ n. f-1 
Proposition 21. Let Po be a linear, bijective map preserving commutativity in 
both directions and satisfying po(Eii) = Eii, 1 <~ i <. n, p0(Eil) = YijEij, 1 <~ i
< j <. n, where Yij are non-zero scalars. Then there exists an invertible matrix 
D such that 
po(A) = D- tAD ]'or al l  A E .Y-.. 
Proof. We see immediately that Po is a Hadamard mul t ip l ie r -  i.e. 
po([a~j]) = [y,jat/], where we set y:: = 1, I .<.i~ n. Set d~ = 1, and for 2 ~< r ~ n, 
set dr = dr-i Yr-! r. Then 
DPo(A)D-' = [d,~' J f 'a i i ]  = [k,,ai;], 
where k~/= d,~,Jf  I. Note that k,, = 1, 1 ~<i~<n and that k,,+l = 1, 1 <~i~< 
n- - i .  Furthermore, the map A ~ Dpo(A)D -I preserves commutative in both 
directions. 
We claim that k,~ = 1 for all l~<i~<j~<n. For suppose otherwise. Fix 
1~£<~ (n -2)  maximal with respect to the condition that there exists 
m > g + 1 such that k~,. :p 1. Let A = e~ ~'~l + e~., and B = e~+! ,, - e,,,,. Then 
[A,B] = (e~. -0  + 0 -  ee,,) = 0, and so A and B commute. On the other hand, 
[Dpo(A)D-I,Dpo(B)D -l] = ee,, - kemee, (= O, 
a contradiction. Thus kij = l for all l ~< i ~<j ~ n, and hence Dpo(A)D -I = A for 
all A E .Y-,. In other words, po(A) = D-~AD for all A E .Y,,, completing the 
proof. V1 
4. Conclusion 
The ingredients required to complete the proof of Theorem 4 are now all 
present. We have an invertible matrix D E .Y'. (in fact D is diagonal) such that 
po(A) = D- lAD for all A E 3 . .  
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Now from Step 2 of Proposit ion 20, there exists a linear functional 3 such that 
P0 = P + 3, where from Observation 18 
p = 0e -l (R -I ¢pR) + ~-l (31 + 32), 
0 ~ 0e E IF, R E ~-,., is invertible and 31,32 are l inear functionals.  Putt ing these 
together, we obtain: 
D- lAD = ot-i(R-irpR) + ~-1(31 + 32) + Z, 
or 
q~ = ~(RD-I)A(DR - l)  + (~er- z, - z2). 
Letting c = 0t, S = DR -~ and f = 0ez - rl - 32, we recover the first statement of  
Theorem 4. The second possibility of Theorem 4 arises if we must use p~ in- 
stead of P0 in Step 4 of Proposit ion 20. I--1 
Remark. In a related article [8], we describe the Lie automorphisms of nest 
algebras acting on a Hilbert space. 
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